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People care where others around them stand on contentious moral and political issues. Yet when faced with the prospect of taking sides and the possibility of alienating observers with whom they might disagree, actors often try to “stay out of it”—communicating that they would rather not take a side at all. We demonstrate that despite its intuitive appeal for reducing conflict, opting not to take sides over moralized issues can harm trust, even relative to siding against an observer’s viewpoint outright. Across eleven experiments (N = 4,383) using controlled scenarios, real press video clips, and incentivized economic games, we find that attempts to stay out of the fray are often interpreted as deceptive and untrustworthy. When actors choose not to take sides, observers often ascribe concealed opposition, an attribution of strategic deception which provokes distrust and undermines real-stakes cooperation and partner choice. We further demonstrate that this effect arises only when staying out of it seems strategic: Actors who seem to hold genuine middle-ground beliefs or who lack incentives for impression management are not distrusted for avoiding conflict. People are often asked to take sides in moral and political disagreement. Our findings outline a reputational risk awaiting those who opt not to do so.
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People dislike and distrust those who oppose them over contentious political issues like immigration policy, gun control, COVID-19 safety, or abortion rights (Finkel et al., 2020; Rogowski & Sutherland, 2016). Indeed, both liberals and conservatives see their own moral and political beliefs as objectively superior to alternative perspectives, avoid exposure to opposing viewpoints, and often construe disagreement over hot-button issues as a threat to their core values (Chambers & Melnyk, 2006; Frimer et al., 2017; Toner et al., 2013).1 More broadly, across a variety of interpersonal settings, those who find themselves on “the wrong side” of moralized issues often encounter outrage, intolerance, and prejudice (Brandt et al., 2014; Chambers et al., 2013; Ditto et al., 2019).

It is no surprise then, given the costs of moral disagreement, that many individuals feel discomfort at the prospect of sharing their views about hot-button issues in personal and professional settings (Pew Research Center, 2019).

One intuitive way to avoid hostility when asked to weigh in on such issues is simply not to take sides. Is expressing, for example, that one would prefer to “stay out of it” an effective interpersonal strategy? Although much is known about how observers respond to those who side with or against them in moral and political conflict, we know little about how people evaluate those who indicate that they would rather not take sides at all. In this paper, we propose and find that opting not to weigh in on contentious issues can backfire, often drawing stronger reproach than opposing an observer’s ideological position outright.

At first blush, opting not to take sides seems sensible enough, particularly when staking out a clear position on a contentious issue might anger audiences who hold the opposing view. In such settings, a desire not to weigh in might reasonably seem intellectually humble or interpersonally courteous.2 At a minimum, choosing not to take sides (vs. disagreeing with one’s audience outright) may seem less

1 Such dynamics have powerful behavioral consequences: To name just a few, they impact where people work (Gandz & Murray, 1980) and what they buy, (Jost, 2017), as well as whom they choose to collaborate with (Marks et al., 2019), talk to (Chen & Rohla, 2018), or vote for (Parker & Isbell, 2010).

2 Even on Gricean conversational frameworks, which often prescribe answering questions with adequate information, demurring when one’s answer might cause discomfort or interpersonal conflict is seen as normative, polite, and considerate (Grice, 1975; Yoon et al., 2020).
likely to provoke moral outrage or alienate one from relevant social groups (Byrne, 1971; Crockett, 2017). As noted, outright opposition can be costly. In everyday settings, disputes over morality and politics can lead to friendships, alienate coworkers, and strain family ties. And for prominent individuals in the public eye, contradicting observers’ moral beliefs can provoke reproach in the form of protests, boycotts, or public ridicule. To sidestep these costs, it may seem sensible to stay out of the fray altogether, avoiding a position offensive to either side by saying things like “I’d rather not get into that right now,” “I’m neutral on this issue,” or “Let’s not talk politics over dinner.”

By contrast, we submit that across a variety of situations, opting not to take sides can backfire. Why? In the context of charged discussions, observers may readily interpret such stances through the lens of social incentives. In general, people are attuned to the risks and rewards that others face in social contexts and will account for such incentives when interpreting behavior (Jones & Pittman, 1982; Schlenker, 1980; Sperber et al., 2010). For example, observers tend to discount bragging and self-promotion because they recognize these as deceptive impression management tactics intended to cultivate a positive reputation (Berman et al., 2015; Wosinska et al., 1996). Similarly, an actor who opts not to take sides when asked to respond to a hot-button issue may seem to be doing something strategic. More specifically, we propose that observers will draw on contextual information about an actor’s intended audience to interpret relevant incentives, infer underlying beliefs, evaluate trustworthiness, and make decisions about cooperation and support.

Our contexts of interest are any in which an actor is asked to weigh in on a contentious moral or political issue in front of an audience with a known position. Such situations arise frequently. Consider, for example, a workplace conversation in which a new member of an office is asked for her opinion about gun control. Or imagine a prominent businesswoman asked in a TV interview for her perspective on COVID-19 policy or a politician called upon to indicate whether or not a recent election was fraudulently decided. Across these cases and many others like them, actors are put on the spot to provide an opinion: They can take a position aligned with or opposed to their audience’s, or they can choose not to take a position at all. Importantly, when actors address divisive issues, observers likely have intuitions, if not common knowledge, about what the actor’s audience believes (e.g., the ideological lean of an office, a friend group, or a news station’s viewers), especially given that people often sort their personal and professional networks along partisan lines (e.g., Alford et al., 2011; Bonica et al., 2020). Here, we explore how observers use audience information in such contexts to interpret and evaluate those who try to stay above the fray.

First, we predict that choosing not to take sides will be interpreted as tacit opposition when addressing an audience with a known position. Take one of our examples from above. Imagine a new employee who says she “doesn’t want express an opinion” about gun control in an office where most are politically liberal and support stricter gun laws. On our account, her coworkers will likely infer that their new colleague may be concealing underlying conservative, progun convictions. After all, if she agreed with the opinion held by most of her coworkers, saying so would be both truthful and aligned with social incentives. We posit that “not wanting to express an opinion” may instead signal that an actor’s underlying beliefs actually oppose those of her audience. Thus, when addressing a predominantly liberal audience, such an assertion will signal more conservative underlying beliefs: When addressing a conservative audience, saying the same thing might signal more liberal underlying beliefs.

Second, we predict that if an actor seems to harbor private convictions that differ from what they say publicly (e.g., “I really cannot not get involved”), trying to stay out of it may seem like a strategic concealment tactic, and therefore elicit distrust. Converging evidence suggests that when actors send “false-signals” about their underlying beliefs or qualities, observers respond negatively (Jordan et al., 2017; Silver et al., 2021), often with distrust in particular. For example, individuals who choose not to disclose unsavory past behavior (like illegal drug use) on personal questionnaires are less attractive dates and employees because intentionally hiding past behavior seems untrustworthy (John et al., 2016). Similarly, when audience information is available as context, opting not to weigh in may seem like strategically concealing one’s positional views. Indeed, even for powerfully divisive issues, opting not to get involved may elicit stronger distrust than opposing an observer’s viewpoint outright.

Unlike more duplicitous ways of avoiding tough questions, such as “dodging” (answering unasked but related questions; Rogers & Norton, 2011), “paltering” (answering with truthful but misleading statements; Rogers et al., 2017), or “deflecting” (answering with further questions; Bitterly & Schweitzer, 2020), the strategy we investigate entails making a clear choice not to get involved. In this way, trying to stay out of it may be understood—at least by observers—as a form of active nondisclosure (Baum & Critcher, 2019), and distinguished both from covert attempts to change the subject and from efforts to avoid situations in which contentious topics might be discussed in the first place. Thus, unlike previous work, we do not focus on whether observers can detect an actor’s desire not to take sides, but on how they will attribute underlying beliefs and intentions to actors who choose openly to “stay out of it” and on how these belief inferences impact downstream judgments and decisions.

Importantly, our account holds that people interpret attempts to stay out of it through the lens of social incentives, such that opting not to take sides should be judged more negatively to the extent that it seems strategically motivated. If, for example, an observer believes that an actor’s choice not to take sides reflects genuinely moderate underlying beliefs (i.e., no underlying commitment one way or the other) or can attribute it to nontarget motivations, we do not expect it to backfire. In this way, we do not predict a broad aversion to moderate beliefs or to nonresponsive per se but a more specific cynicism to the strategic motives of those who try to skirt contentious topics. This feature distinguishes our investigation from other accounts which might predict more general negative feelings toward moral apathy or uncooperativeness (e.g., Zlatav, 2019, Grice, 1975). Our effects depend on specific patterns of belief inference and motive attribution drawn from common and predictable social contexts.

Present Experiments

Eleven experiments conducted with online and student samples examined how observers respond to actors who try to stay out of moral issues. These employed several complementary methods, including scenario studies (Experiments 1a-b, 3, 5, 6a-b), judgments of real press video clips (Experiments 2a-b), and incentive compatible economic games (Experiments 4a-b). Across our stimuli, we presented participants with a variety of examples of real and hypothetical actors (e.g., other study participants, friends, family members,
professors, celebrities, politicians) opting not to take sides over a variety of divisive issues (e.g., abortion, immigration, gun rights, COVID-19 safety). We then gauged their reactions in terms of belief inferences, attitudinal trust, intended voting support, partner choice, and real-stakes cooperation. Importantly, we also conducted a follow-up study which confirms that actors put on the spot to take sides (a) see staying out of it as a strongly appealing option and (b) spontaneously generate expressions much like those we test in our main experiments, suggesting that speakers may not fully grasp the costs that come with choosing not to take sides. In summary, we find robust backfire effects in response to common tactics people use to avoid taking sides, and we also document theoretically informed boundaries. In the General Discussion, we consider more effective ways to stay out of moral and political disagreements.

Before reporting these experiments, we note two final points. First, it should be noted that we investigate participants’ responses to what people say, which is readily observed, rather than to what they believe, which must be inferred. That is, although an actor’s choice to stay out of it may be consistent with a variety of underlying goals and dispositions (e.g., a concealed opinion, a moderate or mixed opinion, no opinion), observers typically rely on the charged social contexts in which such communication is embedded when making inferences. We contend that, whatever one’s true motives, opting not to weigh in on an issue of divisiveness resembles strategic concealment. Second, our experiments pay special attention to the conservative comparison between staying out of it and opposing an observer’s view outright, but we note that avoiding a position also entails an additional opportunity cost: that of failing to side with either side. Thus, an actor who avoids taking sides may fail both to placate those who would oppose their underlying position and to woo those who would support it. We document this latter (and somewhat more obvious) cost in Experiment 3.

Experiments 1b and 4a-6b, and our follow-up study were all preregistered at AsPredicted.org. We report all manipulations and measures. All sample sizes were determined in advance, and any reported exclusions were preregistered1. Study procedures were approved by the IRB at the University of Chicago. All preregistrations, materials, and data can be accessed at: https://researchbox.org/118&PEER_REVIEW_passcode=OJNSOY

Experiments 1a-1b: Attributing Beliefs to Those Who Choose Not to Take Sides

Experiments 1a and 1b tested the prediction that opting not to take sides in front of a primarily conservative audience would signal more liberal beliefs while doing so in front of a primarily liberal audience would signal more conservative beliefs. Experiment 1A used scenarios about judges, politicians, and business owners asked for their views in front of large public audiences. Experiment 1B used scenarios about a college professor speaking at a faculty meeting and a cousin interacting with family at a barbecue.

Experiment 1a

Method

Three hundred and one MTurk participants (mean age = 36.8, SD = 11.8, 49.8% female) read one of three short stimulus-sampled scenarios. Each described a case in which an actor is asked for their position on a contentious issue in a public forum. The first scenario described a county judge who is asked in an internet forum whether abortion should be legal or illegal. The second described a prominent businessman who is asked at a press conference whether NFL players should be required to stand or allowed to kneel during the national anthem. The third described an elected representative who is asked during a town hall whether she thinks confederate statues in her district should be taken down or left standing. In each case, the public figure opts not to take sides, saying that the issue is “very complex” and that they “cannot take a side at this time.” Note that across our studies, we vary how actors verbalize their choice to stay out of it (see Table 1). We confirm that our stimuli resemble what people are actually inclined to say in our follow-up study (which appears after Experiment 6b).

In each scenario, we manipulated the prevailing viewpoint of the actor’s audience. For example, in the confederate statue vignette, the representative’s constituents predominantly believe either (a) that the statues should be taken down or (b) that the statues should remain up. We refer to conditions in which the neutral actor’s audience holds a stereotypically conservative position (i.e., that statues should remain up, that abortion should be illegal, or that NFL players should stand during the national anthem) as “conservative audience” conditions (vs. “liberal audience” conditions when the audience holds the opposite views)2. We therefore randomly assigned participants to one of six cells in a 3 (vignette) × 2 (audience view) between-subjects design.

Participants then made an inference about the actor’s underlying personal beliefs using a 7-point scale from -3 to +3, with -3 referring to a strongly held liberal view and +3 referring to a strongly held conservative view. For example, in the confederate statue scenario, -3 indicated that the representative “Strongly believes that the statues should be taken down” whereas +3 indicated “Strongly believes that the statues should be left up.” In all cases, the midpoint of the scale indicated “is neutral on this issue.” We expected to observe a medium effect of audience in each vignette (d ~ .5) and so set our target sample size to 50 per cell for this first experiment.

For this and all subsequent studies, age and gender demographics were collected at the end. Short multiple-choice attention checks (e.g., “what issue did you read about?”) were also collected at the end of all studies to audit comprehension of basic details in our stimuli.

Results

A two-way ANOVA detected a significant main effect of audience condition (F(1, 295) = 241.05, p < .001, ηp2 = .45, 90% CI [.38, .50]). Participants interpreted an actor’s choice not to take sides as signaling more conservative beliefs when addressing a liberal audience (M = +1.11, SD = 1.09) and more liberal beliefs when addressing a conservative audience (M = −1.89, SD = 1.19). This effect of audience condition on belief inference held separately in all three vignettes (abortion: t(95) = 11.96, p < .001, d = 2.4,}

---

1 We initially sought to avoid exclusions altogether; however, we preregistered exclusions based on attention in studies conducted during the revision process in response to worries about data quality online in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. All reported results are robust to exclusions.

2 Condition names were chosen for ease of exposition, rather than to test anything about liberal or conservative ideology.

---
qualitatively different scenarios. These results do not qualify our condition interaction ($p = .001$), in which the public family. Each represented an interesting potential extension of our college professors and a socially-distant barbeque among extended with a larger sample in two new contexts: a department meeting of additional participants were excluded for failing a simple procedure from Experiment 1a. Following our preregistration, nine our effect beyond public police). The extended family scenario was designed to generalize directly intersect with the issue in question (protests against the police). The professor responds, “Gosh there are so many perspectives on this issue. Truthfully, I’d rather not get into it right now.” “You know, this whole COVID mask thing is so complicated, and I really don’t like talking politics with family.” “We’re neutral. I’m not taking either side. It’s just uncomfortable.” “Well, I think the issue is quite complex, and I can’t really take a side at this time.” “You know, I’d really rather not talk sides on that issue right now. I just don’t know enough about guns or gun policy to have an opinion.” “You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now. I think there are good arguments on both sides of the gun debate.” “You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now. I typically try not to talk about political issues with friends.” “This is a very important and complex issue, and I’m not sure what I think. Consider me neutral.” “You know, I think this is a very important issue, and personally, I just can’t take a side on it at this time.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Staying out of it stimulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Businessman</td>
<td>Kneeling for national anthem</td>
<td>“Well, I think the issue is quite complex, and I really can’t take a side on it at this time.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State representative</td>
<td>Confederate statues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judge</td>
<td>Abortion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>English professor</td>
<td>Protesting the police</td>
<td>“Gosh there are so many perspectives on this issue. Truthfully, I’d rather not get into it right now.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cousin</td>
<td>COVID-19 mask mandates</td>
<td>“You know, this whole COVID mask thing is so complicated, and I really don’t like talking politics with family.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>NFL owner</td>
<td>Kneeling for national anthem</td>
<td>“We’re neutral. I’m not taking either side. It’s just uncomfortable.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Former celebrity</td>
<td>Presidential politics</td>
<td>“Well, I think the issue is quite complex, and I can’t really take a side at this time.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State representative</td>
<td>Kneeling for national anthem</td>
<td>(Computer message): “Your partner declined to take a side on this issue”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>Anonymous Prolific worker</td>
<td>Gun control</td>
<td>“You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>Anonymous MTurk worker</td>
<td>Gun control</td>
<td>“You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now. I just don’t know enough about guns or gun policy to have an opinion.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>New friend</td>
<td>Gun control</td>
<td>“You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now. I think there are good arguments on both sides of the gun debate.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>County judge</td>
<td>Gun control</td>
<td>“You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now. I typically try not to talk about political issues with friends.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>State representative</td>
<td>Immigration/border security</td>
<td>“This is a very important and complex issue, and I’m not sure what I think. Consider me neutral.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple-choice attention check. We aimed to collect 100 subjects per cell in all scenario studies conducted after 1a. Participants read one of two vignettes. One described a college English professor who is asked at a department meeting what he thinks of protests against the police. The professor responds, “Gosh there are so many perspectives on this issue. Truthfully, I’d rather not get into it right now.” The other described a cousin at a family barbeque who is asked for her views on mask-wearing requirements at the local supermarket. She responds, “You know, this whole COVID mask thing is so complicated, and I really do not like talking politics with family.” Audience beliefs were once again randomly assigned. In conservative audience conditions, the audience described in the scenarios (the professor’s department colleagues, other family members at the barbeque) were depicted as holding stereotypically conservative beliefs (supporting police over protesters, opposing mask mandates). In liberal audience conditions, these observers held the opposite views. Participants again made inferences about the actor’s personal beliefs using similar 7-point scales from -3 to +3, with -3 referring to a strongly liberal view and +3 referring to a strongly held conservative view. 0 again indicated neutrality. In addition to age and gender demographics, participants in Experiment 1b (and all remaining studies) also indicated their overarching political attitude on a 7-point scale from -3 “Strongly Liberal” to +3 “Strongly Conservative,” 0 indicated “In the middle” ($M = -.5, SD = 1.8$). 5

5 Across studies, we did not detect any consistent patterns of interaction between either participants’ general political attitudes or their views on specific issues and their inferences about the beliefs of actors who opted not to take sides.

### Table 1
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<tbody>
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95% CI [1.90, 2.96]; anthem-kneeling: $t(100) = 8.40, p < .001, d = 1.66$, 95% CI [1.21, 2.12]; confederate statues: $t(100) = 7.1, p < .001, d = 1.41$, 95% CI [.97, 1.84]; see Figure 1). Moreover, all six scenario conditions differed from the neutral midpoint (all $p < .001$). Specifically, participants always attributed to neutral public figures beliefs which opposed the prevailing views of their audiences (e.g., when in front of a liberal audience, staying out of a discussion about abortion rights signaled prolife beliefs, and vice versa). We also found a main effect of vignette ($F(2, 295) = 3.14, p = .045, \eta^2_p = .021, 90\% CI [.00, .050]$) and a marginally significant vignette × condition interaction ($F(2, 295) = 2.77, p = .065, \eta^2_p = .018, 90\% CI [.00, .047]$), which each reflect variance in the predicted effect across qualitatively different scenarios. These results do not qualify our interpretation of the main effect of audience.

### Experiment 1b

**Method**

Experiment 1b was a preregistered replication of Experiment 1a with a larger sample in two new contexts: a department meeting of college professors and a socially-distant barbeque among extended family. Each represented an interesting potential extension of our 1a result. The college professor scenario was designed to test a case in which the public figure’s profession (teaching English) does not directly intersect with the issue in question (protests against the police). The extended family scenario was designed to generalize our effect beyond public figures.

Four hundred and thirty MTurkers were recruited (mean age = 38.9, $SD = 13.3$, 46.3% female) and followed the same procedure from Experiment 1a. Following our preregistration, nine additional participants were excluded for failing a simple...
Results

A two-way ANOVA detected a main effect of audience condition \( F(1, 426) = 289.51, p < .001\), \( \eta^2_p = .40\), 90% CI [.35, .45]). Participants again interpreted an actor’s choice not to take sides as signaling more conservative beliefs when addressing a liberal audience \( (M = .99, SD = 1.28)\) and more liberal beliefs when addressing a conservative audience \( (M = -1.22, SD = 1.43)\). Effects of audience held separately in each vignette (protests: \( t(213) = 11.29, p < .001\), \( d = 1.54, 95\%\) CI [1.23, 1.85]; COVID masks: \( t(213) = 12.74, p < .001\), \( d = 1.74, 95\%\) CI [1.42, 2.05]; see Figure 1). Here too, all four scenario conditions differed from the scale’s midpoint (all \( p s < .001\)), such that participants always inferred opposition to the actor’s audience from their choice not to take sides. We also found a weaker main effect of vignette \( F(1, 426) = 9.17, p = .003\), \( \eta^2_p = .021\), 90% CI [.004, .048]) and a marginal interaction \( F(1, 426) = 2.99, p = .085\), \( \eta^2_p = .007\), 90% CI [.00, .026]) which do not qualify our interpretation of audience effects on belief inference.

Discussion

In Experiments 1a-b, opting to stay out of it telegraphed diametrically opposed underlying views when communicated to different audiences. Actors who opt not to take sides seem liberal in front of a conservative audience but conservative in front of a liberal audience. This pattern held across actors from elected officials to academics to family members and across five different political issues.

Experiments 2a and 2b: Replications With Video Stimuli

Experiments 2a-b generalized Experiment 1a-b’s belief inference results to more naturalistic stimuli: Press video clips of actors opting not to take sides in response to questions from reporters about their moral and political beliefs. In other words, participants observed actors staying out of it in the same fashion they might in the real world, via short news clips of public figures declining to respond to contentious topics. This time, participants were also asked to imagine that instead of staying out of it, the actor had sided against their viewpoint explicitly and to predict whether they would, in that case, find them more or less trustworthy.

Experiment 2a

Method

One hundred and eighty-seven participants (mean age 24.7, \( SD = 9.5\), 73.2% female) from a university behavioral lab (i.e., one session of sign-ups) watched a ~30s clip of the owner of an NFL team (the Kansas City Chiefs) responding to political controversy about whether players should be allowed to kneel during the national anthem (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHe1w-7aRno). In the clip, a reporter at a press event asks: “Can you tell us where you are with the NFL’s and the Chiefs’ stance on the national anthem?” The owner avoids taking a side, saying “We aren’t doing anything on that,” and, “there’s really nothing to talk about.” Between conditions, we manipulated what participants were told about the press event’s audience: that the fans of the team and viewers of the news station were either “mostly conservative” (conservative audience condition) or “mostly liberal” (liberal audience condition).

Participants completed the 7-point belief inference measure used previously (-3 “the owner strongly believes players should be allowed to kneel” to +3 “the owner strongly believes players should be required to stand”). On a separate page, participants were then asked for their own personal view on the issue in a binary forced choice: “I mostly believe players should be allowed to kneel” or “I mostly believe players should be required to stand” (86% and 14% picked each option, respectively). This binary variable allowed us to assign each participant to an appropriate counterfactual for the following question.

We next asked participants to imagine that instead of opting to stay out of it, the owner had made a statement that opposed their viewpoint directly (either that he believes “players should be...
allowed to kneel” or “players should be required to stand,” based on their answer to the previous question). For example, a participant who thought players should be allowed to kneel considered how they would feel if the owner had said, instead of avoiding a side, that he thought players should be required to stand. Participants predicted how much more or less sincere, trustworthy, and honest (random order, α = .77) they would find the owner on a scale from -3: “Much less” to +3: “Much more.” Our two key dependent variables were belief inferences and this composite predicted trust measure. The specific trust items—trustworthiness, sincerity, honesty—were chosen to tap broader perceptions of trust as well as morally-sensitive subcomponents, benevolence (sincerity of intention) and integrity (honesty/ethicality; Levine & Schweitzer, 2015). Participants also answered the same overarching political attitudes question from Experiment 1b (M = –1.19, SD = 1.40).

**Results**

**Belief Inferences**

Replicating Experiment 1, participants who witnessed the football team owner choose not to take sides while speaking to a liberal audience attributed to him more conservative underlying beliefs (M = +.24, SD = 1.06) than those who learned he was speaking to a conservative audience (M = –.04, SD = .97; t(185) = 1.91, p = .058, d = .28, 95% CI [-.01, .57]). One-sample t-tests comparing mean belief inferences in each condition to the midpoint of the scale detected a significant effect only in the liberal audience condition (t(95) = 2.21, p = .030, d = .23, 95% CI [.022, .43]) but not in the conservative audience condition (t(90) = .43, p = .67, d = –.05, 95% CI [-.25, .16]), which may reflect participants’ prior assumption that wealthy NFL owners lean conservative at baseline. In any case, these results suggest that the actor’s implied beliefs seemed relatively more conservative when addressing a liberal audience and relatively more liberal when addressing a conservative audience.

**Trust**

We next tested whether participants might distrust someone who implicitly opposed them by opting not to take sides more strongly than someone who explicitly opposed them. To do this, we examined the subset of participants whose personal position on the kneeling issue happened to align with that of the actor’s (randomly-assigned) audience (n = 97). For these participants, we expected that staying out of it would seem like implicit opposition. A one-sample t test on the composite trust measure for this subset revealed a significant effect: Participants predicted that they would trust the actor more if he had espoused a view on the NFL kneeling controversy that they themselves eschewed (M = +.33, SD = 1.23; t(96) = 2.67, p = .009, d = .27, 95% CI [.069, .48]). For participants who happened to disagree with the actor’s audience (n = 90), remaining neutral signaled tacit support for the participants’ viewpoint. The predicted trust question therefore invoked a different comparison; namely, between implicitly agreeing with the participants’ position and explicitly opposing it. For example, would a liberal participant respond more favorably to someone who tries to stay out of it but seems, in reality, to agree with them or to someone who explicitly opposes their position? We did not have any predictions about this comparison, but interestingly, we found that even in this case, people did not trust the actor who avoided a side any more than someone who opposed them outright (M = +.04, SD = 1.20; t(89) = .29, p = .77, d = .031, 95% CI [-.18, .24]).

**Experiment 2b**

**Method**

Experiment 2b replicated Experiment 2a with a larger sample viewing a different video clip. In 2a, our sample size was restricted to one sitting of participants in a behavioral lab session. In 2b, we recruited 300 MTurkers (mean age = 37.1, SD = 11.9, 39.7% female), increasing our target to 150 per cell in light of smaller effects observed in 2a. Participants this time viewed a clip of a celebrity musician (Backstreet Boy AJ Mclean; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qukk3xQM1Ac). In the clip, Mclean is approached in an airport baggage carousel by a reporter and asked for his personal political views. He responds, “We are neutral. I’m not taking either side. It’s just uncomfortable.” We again manipulated whether the reporter was said to represent a conservative channel with a primarily conservative audience or a liberal channel with a primarily liberal audience. Participants then inferred the celebrity’s personal political beliefs on a 7-point scale from -3 “strongly liberal” to +3 “strongly conservative.” 0 indicated “politically neutral.” Participants next indicated their own general political attitudes on a 6-point scale. In this experiment only, we eliminated the midpoint from this general political attitude measure, so as to separate participants by their predominant personal viewpoint for the predicted trust question (64% leaned liberal, 36% leaned conservative). As in Experiment 2a, liberals were asked to imagine that instead of saying that he would not take either side, the celebrity had said he leans conservative. Conservatives were asked to imagine that instead of saying that he would not take either side, the celebrity had said he leans liberal. Participants predicted how much more or less sincere, trustworthy, and honest they would find the actor in this imagined alternative scenario (α = .90).

**Results**

**Belief Inferences**

Participants who believed that the celebrity was speaking to a liberal news station attributed more conservative beliefs (M = +.38, SD = .96), and the opposite was true for those who believed he was speaking to a conservative news station (M = -.34, SD = 1.09; t(298) = 6.15, p < .001, d = .71, 95% CI [.48, .94]). One-sample t-tests comparing mean belief inferences in each condition to the neutral midpoint of the scale detected significant effects in both the conservative audience (t(147) = 3.86, p < .001, d = -.32, 95% CI [.48, -.15]) and liberal audience conditions (t(151) = 4.92, p < .001, d = .40, 95% CI [.23, .57]).

**Trust**

We again examined first the subset of participants who shared the political view of the celebrity’s audience (n = 147). A one-sample t test on the predicted trust measure for this subset revealed a marginally significant effect, indicating that participants would trust
the celebrity more on average if he had espoused a general political attitude that they themselves opposed instead of saying he would not take either side (\( M = +.20, SD = 1.26; t(146) = 1.92, p = .057, d = .16, 95\% CI [−.005, .32]).

Participants who did not agree with the audience they read about (\( n = 153 \)) again judged an actor whose implied position aligned with their own as no more trustworthy than one who sided against them explicitly (\( M = −.03, SD = 1.11; t(152) = .32, p = .75, d = −.02, 95\% CI [−.18, .13]).

Discussion

In Experiments 2a-b, using more realistic stimuli, audience information again dictated participants’ attributions of belief to actors who opt not to take sides. Specifically, in three of our four conditions, staying out of it was interpreted as tacit disagreement. In addition, among these actors’ intended audience, staying out of it was generally expected to be less trustworthy than direct opposition. Meanwhile, when participants inferred that trying not to take sides meant tacit agreement with their view, they did not respond any more positively to it than to siding against their view outright.

Experiment 3: Comparing Staying Out of It to Outright Opposition

In Experiments 2a-b, participants predicted that they would trust an actor who opted not to take sides less than one opposed their viewpoint outright. However, these studies asked participants to compare staying out of it to an imagined alternative and predict trust. To eliminate potential demand characteristics and more directly examine whether staying out of it backfires relative to stating an opposing position, Experiment 3 randomized participants to read about either an actor who opted not to take sides or one who expressed outright opposition. Participants then evaluated trustworthiness and reported voting intentions.

Method

Four hundred and one MTurkers (mean age = 37.8, \( SD = 12.9, 41.1\% \) female) read a short scenario adapted from Experiment 1a. In it, a businessman considering a run for political office holds a press conference to get to know his constituents. He is asked by a reporter whether he thinks NFL players should be allowed to kneel during the national anthem, address the issue with their prevailing view on the issue (64% believed NFL players should be allowed to kneel; 36% believed the opposite). Participants then completed age and gender demographics and answered the same broader political attitude measure used previously. Participants leaned liberal in their overarching political attitudes (\( M = −.54, SD = 1.84 \)).

Results

Belief Inferences

A two-way ANOVA with audience condition (liberal vs. conservative) and response condition (not-taking-sides vs. opposition) as factors detected a main effect of audience (\( F(1, 397) = 468.81, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .54, 90\% CI [49, .58])

This effect held separately for planned comparisons within each condition. In other words, as would be expected, explicit statements of disagreement signaled stronger opposition than the tacit opposition implied by staying out of it.

Trust

In this design, we again expected that saying that one “couldn’t take sides” would be received differently based on whether the participant broadly agreed or disagreed with the actor’s audience. For instance, participants who think that NFL players should be free to kneel during the national anthem should prefer someone who expresses support for that view in the face of an audience who thinks the opposite, as compared to someone who takes no side. In this case, taking a side clearly seems more praiseworthy than staying out of it. A more interesting and strict test concerns whether participants who agree with the actor’s audience would respond to outright opposition more favorably than to staying out of it. For this reason, we

Next, participants completed the belief inference measure from Experiment 1. They then rated trust in the businessman on 7-point agreement scales (“Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”) with three items: “The businessman is sincere,” “The businessman is trustworthy,” “The businessman is honest,” (\( \alpha = .96 \)).

We also included an exploratory measure meant to assess participants’ willingness to vote for the businessman for political office: “If I were a voter in this district, I would consider voting for the businessman.”

Finally, participants provided their personal view on the kneeling issue on a 6-point scale from “believe strongly that players should be required to stand” to “believe strongly that players should be allowed to kneel.” We binary coded this variable to capture each participant’s prevailing view on the issue (64% believed NFL players should be allowed to kneel; 36% believed the opposite). Participants then completed age and gender demographics and answered the same broader political attitude measure used previously. Participants leaned liberal in their overarching political attitudes (\( M = −.54, SD = 1.84 \)).
first examined the results for trust and voting intentions aggregated over all participants ($n = 401$), and then focused on the subset of participants ($n = 181$) who happened to share the viewpoint of the audience in their randomly assigned condition.

We did not detect an interaction between audience condition and actor response ($F(1, 397) = 0.0059; p = .93, \eta^2_p = .00$) and so collapse across audience conditions for ease of exposition. Among the full sample, participants saw the public figure as substantially less trustworthy when he said he could not take sides ($M = 3.48, SD = 1.56$) than when he opposed his audience outright ($M = 5.39, SD = 1.37; t(399) = 13.05, p < .001, d = 1.30, 95% CI [1.09, 1.52]$). Among the target subsample (i.e., those participants who agreed with the group addressed in the scenario), not taking sides was also seen as much less trustworthy than outright opposition ($M = 3.25, SD = 1.57$ vs. $M = 5.01, SD = 1.29; t(179) = 8.03, p < .001, d = 1.20, 95% CI [.88, 1.52]$).

**Voting Intentions**

We again detected no interaction ($F(1, 397) = 3.32 p = .069, \eta^2_p = .01$), and so again collapsed across audience conditions. Among the full sample, the businessman received more intended voting support for opposing his audience ($M = 4.62, SD = 1.92$) than for staying out of it ($M = 3.28, SD = 1.67; t(399) = 7.44, p < .001, d = .74, 95% CI [.54, .95]$). Among participants who agreed with the audience they had read about, the same trend emerged, albeit nonsignificantly ($M = 3.33, SD = 1.80$ vs. $M = 2.91, SD = 1.60; t(179) = 1.66, p = .10, d = .25, 95% CI = [−.047, .54]$). People were no more likely to vote for a businessman who took no side than for one who opposed their view outright: If anything, they were less likely to do so.

**Discussion**

In Experiment 3, observers again used audience information to attribute underlying political commitments to actors who choose not to sides. Unsurprisingly, taking no side signals weaker opposition than outright disagreement: When the businessman directly sided against his audience, he was believed to oppose them more strongly than when he declined to take sides. Nevertheless, participants were more likely to trust and no less likely to consider voting for the businessman when he sided against their viewpoint outright than when he took neither side. Indeed, even among those whom such a strategy seems tailored to placate, staying out of it may backfire. Given that doing so also incurs the opportunity cost of failing to side with the supporters of either outright position, the aggregate costs of staying out of it can be steep.

**Experiments 4a-4b: Behavioral Effects on Cooperation and Partner Choice**

We have argued that when staying out of it resembles strategically concealed opposition, it can provoke distrust and backfire. Experiments 4a-4b tested for effects of distrust on incentivized behavioral measures (4a: cooperation and 4b: partner choice) in an economic game. In Experiment 4a, participants signaled their beliefs on a contentious political issue to an anonymous partner and then learned that their partner had decided either to signal agreement, signal opposition, or decline to take sides. In Experiment 4b, participants signaled their beliefs and then picked between two potential partners, one who had responded with opposition and one who had declined to take sides. If staying out of it truly harms trust, it should harm cooperation and partner-choice when real money is on the line.

Notably, these experiments further generalize our findings. Our studies thus far have explored observer responses to politicians, businesspeople, celebrities, college professors, and family members who opt to stay out of it. Experiments 4a-b sought to show that our effects can arise in any interpersonal setting where moral and political issues are up for discussion and there exists some incentive to conceal a controversial perspective.

**Experiment 4a**

**Method**

Six hundred American citizens (mean age = 35.7, $SD = 12.4$, 49.7% female) were recruited from Prolific.com to participate in a study about political beliefs and cooperation. All were informed that they would be partnered with another worker, signal beliefs about an important issue, and then play a game with their partner for real bonus money.

Participants first learned the rules of a Prisoner’s Dilemma game (Axelrod, 1980) and answered two multiple-choice comprehension check questions to ensure that they understood them. Participants were given two chances to answer these questions correctly before being removed for inattentiveness (prior to random assignment)\(^6\). We referred to this game within the study as “The Reliability Game” and to the choice options (i.e., cooperate or defect) as “Rely” and “Avoid.”

Participants were then instructed that they had been partnered with another Prolific worker and that they would participate in a belief signaling exercise before playing the Reliability Game for real bonus money. In actuality, all participants were assigned to signal their beliefs first, and we randomly assigned how their partners responded. To avoid deception, partners were recruited from a separate sample ($n = 150$), and their responses were randomly matched with our main study participants for payment purposes.

Participants selected between the following two choice options: “I believe ordinary citizens should be allowed to own guns” and “I believe ordinary citizens should NOT be allowed to own guns” in a forced choice (69% and 31% chose each option, respectively). Participants were then told that their beliefs had been shared with their partner and that their partner had been given the option either to signal beliefs back or to decline to take a side on the issue of gun ownership. Note that participants were fully aware that their partner had been given the option either to signal beliefs back or to decline to take a side on the issue of gun ownership. Not that participants were fully aware that their partners were given the freedom to decline to take sides by the experimenter. Partner responses were randomly assigned to be either agreement (responding by selecting the same statement as the participant), opposition (responding by selecting the opposite statement as the participant), or not-taking-sides (responding by selecting the option “decline to take sides”). After seeing their partner’s response, participants reported trust on the same scale used in Experiment 3 ($\alpha = .92$) and selected whether to cooperate or not in an incentive-compatible Prisoner’s Dilemma. Participants were also asked to make belief inferences, attributing to their partner convictions about

---

\(^6\) We stopped recruiting when we reached 600 participants who passed the attention check and completed the entire study. We set our target sample to 200 per cell for Experiments 4a-b to increase power and account for binary DVs.
gun ownership on a scale from -3 “My partner definitely believes that ordinary people should be allowed to own guns” to +3 “My partner definitely believes that ordinary people should NOT be allowed to own guns”; 0 indicated “My partner’s beliefs on this issue are neutral.” In Experiments 4a-4b, we collected an additional exploratory item capturing the extent to which participants thought reasonable people could disagree about the issue of gun control but did not find any consistent interactions. Participants leaned liberal in their overarching political beliefs (M = -0.65, SD = 1.72).

Results

Belief Inferences

Following our preregistered plan, this time we recoded participants’ belief inferences onto a -3 to +3 “perceived opposition” scale, such that numbers less than 0 always indicated inferred agreement and numbers greater than 0 always indicated inferred opposition. To do this, we simply reverse-coded responses from participants who indicated that ordinary people should be allowed to own guns.

In this experiment, participants were randomly assigned to see their partner indicate either outright agreement, outright opposition, or opt not to take sides. Unsurprisingly, a one-way ANOVA detected a significant main effect of condition on perceived opposition (F(2, 597) = 659.92, p < .001, η̂p = .69, 90% CI [.66, .71]). Participants in the agreement condition inferred that their partner agreed with their viewpoint (M = -2.30, SD = 1.16), while those in the opposition condition inferred that their partner opposed it (M = +2.42, SD = 1.21). As predicted, participants in the not-taking-sides condition also inferred that their partner disagreed about the issue of gun control but did not find any consistent interactions. Participants leaned liberal in their overarching political beliefs (M = -0.65, SD = 1.72).

Trust

We preregistered predictions that participants would trust their partner most in the agreement condition, that trust would be weaker in both the not-taking-sides and opposition conditions, and that not taking sides would garner no more trust than outright opposition. The results corroborated these predictions. A one-way ANOVA detected a significant omnibus effect of condition on cooperation (χ²(2 df) = 26.84, p < .001). Rates of cooperation were highest in the agreement condition (90.1%), followed by the opposition condition (72.7%), followed by the not-taking-sides condition (70.5%). Differences in cooperation between the agreement condition and both the opposition (χ²(1 df) = 20.01, p < .001, OR = 3.41, 95% CI [1.95, 5.96]) and not-taking-sides conditions (χ²(1 df) = 24.45, p < .001, OR = 3.81, 95% CI [2.19, 6.62]) were significant. There was no difference in cooperation between the not-taking-sides and opposition conditions (χ²(1 df) = .24, p = .62). If anything, participants were less likely to cooperate with a partner who declined to take sides on a hot-button political issue than with one who opposed them outright (OR = .90, 95% CI [.58, 1.39]). See Figure 3.

Experiment 4b

Method

Experiment 4a found that both declining to take sides and outright opposition harmed trust and cooperation relative to agreement. We next examined how such behaviors impact partner choice: How would participants respond when given the opportunity to choose between a partner who opposed them outright and one opted not to take sides?

Experiment 4b followed a broadly similar design. 402 MTurkers (mean age = 39.8, SD = 12.4, 43.8% female) learned the rules of a Prisoner’s Dilemma (again, “The Reliability Game”) and completed the same comprehension check questions with the same exclusion criteria. This time, participants learned that they had been randomly grouped with two other MTurkers, and that they would select which of the two to partner with for The Reliability Game.

To inform their choice, participants again engaged in a belief exchange exercise. Participants signaled their beliefs about gun control, communicating either that ordinary citizens should or should not be allowed to own guns (69% and 31% chose each option, respectively).

One potential partner responded with outright opposition (selecting the opposite statement from the participant) while the other stayed out of it (by declining to take sides). The answer choices and language used for this exercise were identical to that used in 4a.

Participants rated the same trust items used previously for both partners (αopposition-partner = .89, αneutral-partner = .95) and, critically, selected which of the two partners to play the Reliability Game with. Partner choice served as our primary dependent variable. Participants then chose whether to cooperate or defect with their selected partner and completed the usual demographic questions. Participants leaned liberal in the overarching political beliefs (M = −.51, SD = 1.81).

Interestingly, rates of cooperation were relatively high across all conditions. Post hoc, we believe that this reflects the specific payout amounts we chose for the game. This pattern does not impact our interpretation of the results.

We omitted belief inferences in this study only to ensure that making belief inferences salient by measuring them is not a necessary ingredient for our trust effects. We suspect that participants make the same general attributions whether we measure them or not.

8 We omitted belief inferences in this study only to ensure that making belief inferences salient by measuring them is not a necessary ingredient for our trust effects. We suspect that participants make the same general attributions whether we measure them or not.

9 See Figure 3.
Results

Trust

Once again, participants indicated greater trust toward the partner who opposed their view on gun control outright ($M = 5.26$, $SD = 1.17$) than the one who did not take sides ($M = 4.03$, $SD = 1.46$; paired $t(401) = 13.17$, $p < .001$, $d = .66$, 95% CI [.55, .77]; See Figure 2).

Partner Choice

61.2% of participants opted to play the prisoner’s dilemma game with the partner who opposed their views on gun control outright, while only 38.8% opted to play with the partner who declined to take sides. A proportion test comparing this preference for outright opposition to chance revealed a significant effect ($\chi^2(df = 1) = 19.7$, $p < .001$). Moreover, logistic regression revealed that the preference for opposition (over not-taking-sides) was predicted by participant-level differences in attitudinal trust between the two responses ($B = .92$, $SE = .11$, Wald $Z = 8.51$, $p < .001$; see Figure 3).

Discussion

Experiments 4a and 4b provide further evidence for our belief inference and trust effects, and extend them in two ways. First, they show that our effects on trust are not restricted to public figures giving public interviews: When an anonymous partner’s decision not to take sides signaled tacit disagreement with a participant’s viewpoint, trust suffered. Second, they extend our results to an incentive-compatible cooperation paradigm. Declining to take sides provokes distrust that influences behavior, not just attitudes and intentions. Note that in 4a, although participants trusted partners who opposed their views outright more than those who did not take sides, cooperation rates were similar across the two conditions. Post hoc, we suspect that cooperation decisions in these two conditions may be driven by different judgment processes: Whereas actors who stay out of it may see lower rates of cooperation because they are distrusted, ideological opponents may see lower rates of cooperation because they are disliked. Still, the results from 4b paint a more definitive picture. When asked to decide which they would rather have as a cooperative partner, participants preferred those who endorse views that they themselves eschew to those who opt not to take sides.

Experiment 5: The Role of Justifications for Staying Out of It

Our experiments focus on how observers respond to actors who opt not to take sides, but as we have noted, such public stances may reflect a variety of underlying dispositions. For example, an actor may choose not to take sides because they wish to avoid opposing their audience, because they feel sympathetic to both sides of an argument, or because they lack any opinion at all. Experiment 5 tested how observers would respond to different potential justifications for staying out of it. Broadly, we expected our prior results to be robust but that the size of our effect might be influenced by the type of justification offered. In discussions of heated political issues, the presence of impression management incentives might activate suspicions about the motives behind an avoidant stance, regardless of how it is justified. Nevertheless, we were curious whether certain justifications would soften distrust more than others.

Experiment 5 also sought to further generalize our effects beyond high stakes declarations made by public figures: Participants made judgments about the side-taking behavior of a new friend at an informal social gathering.

Method

Five hundred forty-eight MTurkers (mean age = 39.6, $SD = 13.1$, 48.7% female) were recruited for a short scenario study.

Note. Error bars represent standard errors.
Participants began by rating their beliefs about gun control by selecting between two statements: “I am typically AGAINST most gun control efforts” or “I am typically IN FAVOR of most gun control efforts” (26% and 74% chose each option, respectively). We used this measure to ensure participants were presented with a scenario in which the actor’s audience shared their beliefs. By doing so, we could more easily compare staying out of it to outright opposition.

Participants were then randomly assigned to one of five versions of a scenario about a social gathering among friends. Participants imagined meeting a new acquaintance at a small group hang-out. In the scenario, the group begins discussing the state of U.S. politics and the issue of gun control specifically. All participants imagined that their friends by and large shared their views about gun control but that they did not yet know what the new acquaintance believed.

We manipulated how the acquaintance responded when asked to weigh in. Four conditions depicted staying out of it and the fifth depicted outright opposition for comparison. In the not-taking-sides-baseline condition, the acquaintance simply says: “You know, I’d really rather not take sides on that issue right now.” In three additional conditions, the acquaintance says the same thing but also provides further justification for staying out of it (not-taking-sides-ignorant condition: “I just do not know enough about guns or gun policy to have an opinion”: not-taking-sides-ambivalent condition: “I think there are good arguments on both sides of the gun debate”; not-taking-sides-principled: “I try not to talk about politics with friends”). We note that in our follow-up study (which appears after Study 6b), these were the four most common categories of response from real people staying out of it in social scenarios, with the plurality providing no justification at all. A fifth condition depicted outright opposition to the participant and their friend group: “You know, all things considered, I personally think (do not think) more gun control would be a good thing for our country.”

After reading, participants completed our usual belief inference measure (-3: “Strongly supports gun control efforts”; 0: “Is neutral on this issue”; +3: “Strongly opposes gun control efforts”) and the same trust items used previously (α = .91). In this study, we also included two measures of perceived competence as exploratory measures (r = .93); “This person is informed about the issue of gun control” and “This person is knowledgeable about the issue of gun control.” Participants then answered a basic comprehension check by selecting whether the scenario was about gun control, police protests, or green energy. One additional participant failed and was excluded. Participants leaned liberal in their overarching attitudes (M = -.55, SD = 1.8).

Results

Results for belief inferences and trust across all conditions from Experiment 5 are displayed in Figure 4 In the interest of brevity, we focus here on the most critical tests of our theory (primarily comparing different justifications for staying out of it to outright opposition), but significance tests for all comparisons are available in the supplement.

Belief Inferences

Following our preregistered plan, we recoded participants’ belief inferences onto a perceived opposition scale (-3 → +3), with higher numbers indicating ascriptions of oppositional beliefs. A one-way ANOVA predicting perceived opposition detected a significant omnibus effect of condition [(F(4, 543) = 19.58, p < .001, η_g^2 = .13, 90% CI [.081, .16]). As previously, the outright opposition condition provoked the strongest attributions of opposition (M = 1.52, SD = 1.33) compared to all other conditions. It was followed by the not-taking-sides-baseline (M = .81, SD = 1.53; t(218) = 3.67, p < .001, d = .50, 95% CI [.23, .76]) and -principled (M = .78, SD = 1.38; t(217) = 4.04, p < .001, d = .55, 95% CI [.28, .82]) conditions, which differed significantly from opposition but not from one another; and then by the -ambivalent (M = .27, SD = 1.05; t(216) = 7.17, p < .001, d = 1.04, 95% CI [.76, 1.33]) and -ignorant (M = .23, SD = .78; t(219) = 8.8, p < .001, d = 1.19, 95% CI [.90, 1.47]) conditions, which differed from all other conditions but not from each other. In line with our theory and prior results, participants inferred opposition from all not-taking-sides conditions relative to the scale’s neutral midpoint (ps <.001).
Trust

A one-way ANOVA predicting trust detected a significant omnibus effect of condition \(F(4, 543) = 6.80, \ p < .001, \ \eta^2_G = .048, \ 90\% \ CI \ [.018, .075]\). Participants trusted outright opposition the most \(M = 5.29, SD = .96\), with opposition differing from three of the four not-taking-sides conditions: baseline \(M = 4.46, SD = 1.34; t(218) = 5.31, \ p < .001, d = .72, 95\% \ CI \ [.44, .99]\), principled \(M = 4.80, SD = 1.25; t(217) = 3.31, \ p = .001, d = .45, 95\% \ CI \ [.18, .72]\), and ambivalent \(M = 4.97, SD = 1.30; t(216) = 2.10, \ p < .037, d = .28, 95\% \ CI \ [.017, .55]\). Ignorance \(M = 5.04, SD = 1.35; t(219) = 1.62, \ p = .11, d = .22, 95\% \ CI \ [-.047, .48]\) differed directionally but nonsignificantly from outright opposition. Both the ambivalent and ignorance conditions saw significantly more trust than baseline where no justification was provided. These results suggest that some forms of additional justification may shrink, but not necessarily close, the gap in trust between not taking sides and outright moral opposition. Even pleading ignorance earns no more trust than outright opposition.

Competence

A one-way ANOVA predicting perceived competence detected a significant omnibus effect of condition \(F(4, 543) = 37.66, \ p < .001, \ \eta^2_G = .22, \ 90\% \ CI \ [.16, .26]\). Participants viewed the new friend as similarly knowledgeable and informed in the opposition condition \(M = 4.19, SD = 1.3\) relative to the principled \(M = 4.10, SD = .94; t(217) = .55, \ p = .58\) and baseline \(M = 4.33, SD = 1.14; t(218) = .88, \ p = .38\) conditions. Unsurprisingly, the ignorance condition, in which distrust was weakest, also entailed a rather large competence penalty relative to opposition \(M = 4.79, SD = 1.44; t(219) = 7.57, \ p < .001, d = -1.02, 95\% \ CI \ [-1.30, -.74]\) and to all other conditions \(ps < .001\). Unexpectedly, the friend who justified their opting not to take a position in terms of sympathy for both sides was seen as more informed and knowledgeable relative to outright opposition \(M = 4.69, SD = 1.31; t(216) = 2.87, \ p = .004, d = .39, 95\% \ CI \ [.12, .66]\), albeit less trustworthy.
Discussion

Experiment 5 generalizes our prior effects across a host of potential justifications in the context of a meeting a new friend: Outright opposition earned stronger trust than any of the justifications for staying out of it we tested. Appealing to ignorance as a reason for not taking sides came closest to eliminating the trust penalty documented in prior studies, but it also exacted a substantial hit to perceived competence.

Still, the results of this experiment provide reason to hope that adequately explaining one’s reasons for staying out of it might mitigate its costs to some extent. For example, although simply noting the merits of both sides was still seen as less trustworthy than outright opposition, perhaps one could more articulately explain the nuances of one’s moderate position in a way that might diminish distrust and signal knowledgeability. However, it may prove difficult to explain one’s views effectively in the heat of a charged conversation about a contentious topic. Moreover, such a strategy would likely require the actor to engage in precisely the discussion they may have hoped to avoid by staying out of it in the first place. As shown in Studies 2a-2b, even for public figures trained in public relations, actual attempts to stay out of it are often glib, off-the-cuff declinations to take sides, and such expressions, we demonstrate, often backfire.

Experiments 6a-6b: Strategic Attributions Drive Negative Responses to Those Who Try Not to Take Sides

We have argued that opting not to take sides can undermine trust and harm cooperation when it resembles strategically concealed opposition. However, not all contexts will lead to strategic attributions. Experiments 6a and 6b sought to demonstrate boundary conditions which contextualize our theory and rule out multiple potential alternative explanations. Experiment 6a investigated whether perceptions of opposition and associated distrust would be lessened if the actor lacks incentives for impression management. Experiment 6b provided observers with an explicit private signal of the actor’s moderate beliefs and tested whether distrust would be attenuated as a result.

These moderations would be consistent with our theory but inconsistent with other reasons people may dislike and distrust attempts to stay out of it. For example, if people dislike not taking sides because they find nonresponsiveness uncooperative (e.g., Grice, 1975), orthogonal manipulations of actor incentive or private signals of moderate belief should have no effect across cases in which what the actor actually says is held constant. If people dislike staying out of it because it signals moral conflict or apathy (Critcher et al., 2013; Zlatev 2019), a truly moderate position would seem less trustworthy as a result. Participants revealed a significant indirect effect of condition (0 = low incentives versus the high-incentives condition, when he had high versus low incentives for impression management) on trust when he had high versus low incentives for impression management ($M = +.45$, $SD = 1.50$ vs. $M = −.05$, $SD = 1.34$; $t(497) = 3.92$, $p < .001$, $d = .35$, 95% CI [$.17, .53$]).

Trust

Moreover, not taking sides seemed less trustworthy in the high versus the low incentives condition ($M = 3.19$, $SD = 1.70$ vs. $M = 3.86$, $SD = 1.70$; $t(497) = 4.42$, $p < .001$, $d = .40$, 95% CI [.22, .57]).

Process Evidence

Finally, we predicted that the effect of incentive-condition on trust would be mediated by perceived opposition. This, too, was substantiated. Mediation analysis with 10,000 bootstrapped samples revealed a significant indirect effect of condition ($0 = $ low incentives, $1 = $ high incentives) on trust via perceived opposition ($B = −.17$, $SE = .05$, 95% CI [−.28, −.08]).
Experiment 6B

Method

On our account, if an actor’s public decision not to take sides seems to align with a privately held moderate or neutral position (i.e., if it signals no underlying commitment one way or the other), it should seem neither strategic nor untrustworthy. Experiment 6b was designed to test this prediction.

Five hundred and twenty-five MTurkers (mean age = 36.1, SD = 11.6, 41.9% female) read a short scenario about a prominent businesswoman running for office in a large diverse state. On the campaign trail, the businesswoman is asked to weigh in as to whether she supports increased spending on security at the U.S./Mexico border. We again wanted to compare to outright opposition, so, as in Experiments 5 and 6a, participants always read about a campaign rally in a district where voters predominantly shared their viewpoint. Participants indicated their personal view on a 6-point scale from “Strongly support increased spending on border security” to “Strongly oppose increased spending on border security.” Dichotomizing this variable, 46% supported and 54% opposed increased spending on border security. Participants who supported increased spending then read a scenario in which the potential supporters at the rally were predominantly conservative, while participants who opposed increased spending read a scenario in which the potential supporters at the rally were predominantly liberal.

Participants were assigned to one of three conditions. In all cases, the businesswoman is asked for her view on border security. She always responds by saying that the issue of border security is “very important.” In the opposition condition, she opposes her audience (and the participants’ personal viewpoint), by also saying either “I oppose increased spending on border security” (when addressing conservatives) or “I support increased spending on border security” (when addressing liberals). In the not-taking-sides condition, she instead says that she “cannot take a side on it at this time.” To tease apart whether participants object to middle-ground positions per se or to the attribution of strategic concealment, we also included a not-taking-sides neutral beliefs condition, which was identical to the other not-taking-sides condition, except that participants were also given private information from a conversation that the businesswoman later had with her husband where she says, “you’ve known me for years, and you know that I’ve always been neutral in the debate over border security and immigration.” Although providing observers with an unambiguous private signal of truly neutral beliefs (i.e., no commitment one way or the other, a middle-ground position) is rarely possible in the real world, it is theoretically illuminating to know whether participants would display a similar distrust if they did not attribute to them strategically concealed attitudes.

Participants were then asked to make inferences about the businesswoman’s beliefs on a scale from -3 “strongly opposes increased spending on border security” to +3 “strongly supports increased spending on border security.” 0 again indicated “is neutral on this issue.”

Participants answered the same trust items (α = .97) and the same voting intentions items from Experiment 3. Participants leaned liberal in their overarching attitudes (M = −.44, SD = 1.73).

Results

Belief Inferences

Following our preregistered plan, we again recoded participants’ belief inferences onto a -3 to +3 “perceived opposition” scale, such that larger numbers always indicated greater inferred opposition. A one-way ANOVA predicting perceived opposition detected a significant omnibus effect of condition (F(2, 522) = 114.44, p < .001, ηp² = .30, 90% CI [.19, .35]). Unsurprisingly, the businesswoman was believed to oppose her audience more strongly in the outright opposition condition (M = 1.93, SD = 1.41) than in either of the other conditions (not-taking-sides M = .78, SD = 1.40; t(347) = 7.66, p < .001, d = .82, 95% CI [.60, 1.04]; neutral beliefs M = .03, SD = .55; t(350) = 16.70, p < .001, d = 1.78, 95% CI [1.53, 2.03]). Comparing those two conditions, the businesswoman seemed to oppose her audience more strongly in the not-taking-sides condition than in the neutral beliefs condition (t(347) = 6.62, p < .001, d = .71, 95% CI [.49, .92]). In both the outright opposition condition and the not-taking-sides condition, perceived opposition differed from the neutral midpoint (ps < .001). As we predicted, a private signal of neutral beliefs wiped out the inference that not taking sides concealed underlying opposition. We next examined whether appearing to hold genuinely neutral beliefs would eliminate the negative downstream effects of not taking sides (see Figure 5).

Trust

A one-way ANOVA detected an omnibus effect of condition (F(2, 522) = 93.45, p < .001, ηp² = .26, 90% CI [.21, .31]). As

Figure 5

Experiment 6B: Perceptions of Opposition (−3 to +3; Top Panel) and Attitudinal Trust (1 to 7; Bottom Panel) by Condition

Note. Error bars represent standard errors.
previously, the businesswoman was seen as more trustworthy for siding against her audience (and the participant) than for staying out of it (M = 5.21, SD = 1.57 vs. M = 3.04, SD = 1.71; t(347) = 12.32, p < .001, d = 1.31, 95% CI [1.09, 1.55]). As predicted, adding a signal of privately neutral beliefs increased trust (M = 5.02, SD = 1.63; t(347) = 11.05, p < .001, d = 1.18, 95% CI [0.95, 1.41]). The difference between opposition and neutral beliefs conditions was not significant (t(350) = 1.13, p = .26, d = .12, 95% CI [−.09, .33]). Both the opposition and neutral beliefs conditions saw greater trust than the not-taking-sides condition (in which participants attributed concealed opposition; see Figure 5).

Voting Intentions

A one-way ANOVA detected a significant omnibus effect of condition (F(2, 522) = 21.0, p < .001, ηp² = .075, 90% CI [.041, .11]). In this case, the businesswoman was more likely to receive voting support in the neutral beliefs condition (M = 3.97, SD = 1.57) than in either the not-taking-sides condition (M = 2.86, SD = 1.64; t(347) = 6.43, p < .001, d = .69, 95% CI [.47, .90]) or the opposition condition (M = 3.07, SD = 1.85; t(350) = 4.87, p < .001, d = .52, 95% CI [.31, .73]). We did not detect a difference between the not-taking-sides condition and outright opposition to the participant’s view (t(347) = 1.14, p = .26, d = .12, 95% CI [−.09, .33]). In the absence of a private signal of truly neutral beliefs, staying out of it garnered no more voting support than opposing the participant’s view outright.

Process Evidence

To examine our proposed process further, we focused on the comparison between not-taking-sides and neutral beliefs conditions and fit an additional, exploratory serial mediation model. This model treated neutral beliefs versus not-taking-sides as the independent variable (coded 0 and 1, respectively), inferred opposition as mediator 1, trust as mediator 2, and voting intentions as the outcome variable. This indirect pathway was significant (B = −.25, SE = .06, 95% CI [−.37, −.15]), consistent with our theorizing that staying out of it backfires specifically when it resembles concealed opposition, which in turn harms trust and erodes voting support.

Discussion

In Experiment 6a, when incentives for impression management were weakened, and in Experiment 6b, when not taking sides seemed to align with private neutral beliefs, distrust of those who opt to stay out of it was diminished. These moderations are consistent with our claim that opting not to take sides draws particular scorn when it seems to conceal hidden opposition. However, they are inconsistent with alternative accounts of our effects based on dislike of moral ambivalence or of nonresponsive statements per se.

Although these boundary cases are theoretically important, we note that in the real world, actors who try to stay above the fray may struggle to effectively signal an absence of underlying beliefs, or to communicate an absence of reputational incentives, especially in high-stakes social contexts. Indeed, in practice, actors may find it difficult to send unambiguous private signals of “true” neutrality to observers, and they may be often assumed to have strategic motives and judged more negatively as a result.

Follow-up Study: Actors Misunderstand the Costs of Staying Out of It

We have suggested that, despite its costs, opting not to take sides seems intuitively appealing. To substantiate this claim and to provide evidence that people may misunderstand the reputational consequences of staying out of it, we conducted a follow-up study. Shifting from the observer’s perspective to the actor’s, we sought to show that when facing ideologically hostile audiences, people often prefer not to share their opinions and, more specifically, that they expect simply expressing a preference not to take sides to provoke less distrust than outright opposition. This follow-up study was also designed to explore what sorts of expressions people spontaneously generate when trying to avoid taking sides and to ensure that the stimuli used in our prior experiments resemble what people actually say when they attempt to stay out of it.

Method

We ran two identical versions of this study: One with participants from a business school’s behavioral lab (n = 203, mean age = 23.5, 67.5% female) and the other with MTurk workers (n = 292, mean age = 40.4, 42.5% female). Each survey was separately preregistered but with identical analysis plans. As results were similar across these two populations, we report analyses pooling across them (total N = 495). Separate analyses can be found in our supplemental materials and yield the same conclusions.

At the outset of the survey, participants were asked to list a hot-button social issue currently up for debate in America (e.g., on the news, on social media, in the workplace). Answers covered a variety of contemporary issues including COVID-19 policy, racial justice, abortion rights, and so forth. Participants then read a short workplace scenario designed to probe their intuitions about taking (or not taking) sides in a contentious discussion, given the explicit goal of building trust. The text of the scenario read:

You are being considered for a promotion to a position of leadership at work. In order to be selected, you need the people you work with to like and trust you. But you also know that you disagree with your coworkers about a hot-button political topic (the one you listed on the prior page).

One day, you are sitting at lunch with your coworkers and the issue comes up. Your coworkers are talking about their opinions, and although you haven’t said anything, you know you disagree with them.

At some point, one of your coworkers turns to you and says, “Well, what do you think about all of this?”

After reading, participants were reminded to consider that they needed others in this setting to trust them, and then asked what they would be most likely to do in this situation: (a) Disagree with the group, (b) Try to stay out of it, (c) Agree with the group. Participants were also asked to report exactly what they would say.
effective for building liking and trust: (a) Try to keep it short: Just say I prefer to stay out of it, or (b) Try to explain more deeply why I prefer to stay out of it. This third question captured people’s general sense of whether staying out of it requires deeper justification to be considered socially acceptable.

Finally, participants reported their age, gender, and political attitudes ($M = -5.1$, $SD = 1.69$). Three additional participants were excluded for giving nonsensical answers to the written-response question, as determined by hypothesis-blind RAs.

Results

Looking first at answers to the “what would you do” question, 62.8% of participants indicated that they would try to stay out of it, a larger proportion than both other choice options combined (disagree with the group 32.3%, agree with the group 4.8%; $\chi^2(2, n = 291) = 32.1, p < .001$). People seem to see staying out of it as an intuitively appealing strategy for building trust with an audience hostile to their viewpoint.

When people opt to “stay out of it,” what might they say? To investigate, we turned next to participants’ written reports, enlisting the help of two hypothesis-blind RAs to code data and a third to arbitrate disagreements. As an initial check for data quality, RAs coded whether each participant wrote a response which matched their selection on the prior multiple-choice question. Did those who indicated a preference to take (or not to take) sides write responses which shared (or withheld) their opinion? Ninety-four percent matched. Further coding focused on written responses which tried to stay out of it, including both responses from participants who indicated an explicit preference to stay out of it and wrote responses to match ($n = 290$), as well as responses from participants who indicated a preference to take sides but wrote responses which clearly avoided doing so ($n = 9$).

Next, RAs sorted all such not-taking-sides responses ($N = 299$) into one of four categories identified a priori as possible ways people might express and justify their choice to stay out of it. These categories matched the conditions used in Experiment 5. The first captured simple expressions of preference not to take sides without further justification (e.g., “I’d rather not get involved in this issue”). The second captured expressions justified by a general principle or rule (e.g., “I’d rather not get involved in this issue because as a rule I do not talk politics at work”). The third captured expressions justified by ignorance or insufficient information (e.g., “I’d rather not get involved in this issue because I do not know enough about it to have an opinion”). The fourth captured expressions justified by a belief that both sides have merit (e.g., “I’d rather not get involved in this issue because on one hand I believe X, but on the other hand I also believe Y”). Finally, RAs could choose to indicate that no category fit the spirit of the response in question by selecting a fifth “other” category to be explored informally. Results of this coding are displayed in Table 2 below.

The most common strategy by far for those who preferred not to take sides was to simply say so without further justification (49.2%), followed by appealing to a general principle of public neutrality (23.1%), ignorance of relevant information (14.7%), or the merits of both sides (6.0%). Only 7.0% of responses were identified as fitting none of these categories. This coding suggests that when given the goal of maintaining trust, many people may view simply stating that they would rather not to get involved (vs. providing deeper justification) as an effective strategy.

Importantly, this preference for short and simple expressions does not seem attributable to participants trying to speed through our study. Indeed, although participants were free to use curt expressions like “no comment” or “leave me alone,” very few actually did, with over 80% of not-taking-sides responses being 10 words or longer. At the same time, not-taking-sides responses ($M = 17.6$) were 32% shorter on average compared to taking-sides responses ($M = 26.0$ words; $t(493) = 6.21, p < .001$), which likely reflects a more general intuition that politely staying out of it requires less explaining than sharing one’s position. Finally, turning to the last question in our survey, when asked explicitly whether providing a deeper explanation for staying out of it would be helpful for building liking and trust, 74.7% indicated that a short answer (“just say I’d rather stay out of it”) would prove more effective. That is, even when endorsing the longer expression took no additional time, participants still had the intuition that short and simple was the way to go.

Discussion

Our follow-up study tested people’s intuitions about (not) taking sides from the perspective of the actor. The data suggest that when given the explicit goal of building trust and faced with the prospect of siding against their audience, people prefer not to take sides, suggesting that actors may miscalculate the costs of staying out of it. Moreover, participants who indicated a desire to stay out of it typically used short, straightforward expressions, often saying things like “I prefer to keep my political opinions to myself” or “You know, I just do not like to talk politics.” In other words, participants put on the spot to take sides often generated just the sorts of not-taking-sides responses we have previously demonstrated backfire.

General Discussion

Taking the wrong side on a hot-button issue in public can have serious interpersonal consequences. Yet our results suggest that refusing to take sides carries its own risks. Across our experiments, we find that choosing not to take sides is often interpreted as strategically concealed opposition to the audience’s prevailing position. As a result, staying out of it often seems less trustworthy than outright opposition; it makes one a less desirable cooperative partner; and it fails to win additional voting support or engender increased cooperation even among those it seems most likely to placate. Indeed, because staying out of it also entails failing to side
with either side, staying out of it can substantially undermine trust and support overall. Importantly, these effects persist across a host of paradigms, contexts, actors, issues, and ways to articulate one’s reticence to take sides.

However, if opting not to take sides can be attributed to non-strategic motives, these patterns of inference and distrust attenuate, suggesting that our results do not reflect distrust of moderate positions or nonresponsiveness per se, but concerns that staying above the fray may represent a deceptive attempt at impression management. Accordingly, we find that observers respond less negatively to attempts to stay out of it when they seem genuine, either because they are divorced from reputational incentives or accompanied by a private assurance that the speaker does not harbor partisan convictions one way or the other. These boundary conditions corroborate and clarify our account, and they also differentiate it from multiple potential alternatives.

For example, prior work on political apathy and moral indecision (Critcher et al., 2013; Zlatev, 2019) might predict distrust in some of our cases, but such accounts should, if anything, predict stronger distrust of actors who seem genuinely uninformed or torn between sides (as compared to those who say they prefer not to take sides but seem to harbor private convictions). This is the opposite of what we find in Experiments 5 and 6b: When observers can attribute an actor’s decision not to take sides to ignorance or genuine long-term indecision, distrust is weakened. Relatedly, our results cannot be explained by people’s general distrust of those who hold abhorrent views or who abet moral injustice (Baron & Ritov, 2004). Such accounts would predict that actively endorsing the “wrong” position (as in our opposition conditions) should seem worse than tacitly supporting them (as in our not-taking-sides conditions, where perceived opposition was present but weaker). Here, too, our studies find the opposite: Outright opposition was more trustworthy than taking no side at all.

One might reasonably wonder how our results relate to work on conversational norms (e.g., Grice, 1975). In our estimation, such work would not necessarily predict our effects, nor could it obviously explain them ex post. For example, although conversational norms prescribe that speakers should be responsive to direct questions where possible, they also prioritize politeness, dictating that information which might offend or cause conflict should often be kept private (Yoon et al., 2020). Thus, it is not clear that trying to stay out of it and seeming unresponsive should seem a worse violation than opposing one’s audience outright. But even if nonresponsiveness were the greater sin, conversational norms might not obviously predict attenuations of our effect across cases which hold conversational behavior constant (e.g., Experiments 6a-b) or which entail no conversation at all (Experiments 4a-4b). An account based on negative responses to perceived impression management affords us sharper predictions and clearer explanations. Stepping back, while Gricean norms are typically thought to govern utilitarian exchanges of facts and information (Grice, 1975), discussions of political opinion may serve other social purposes (coalition building, impression formation, persuasion), which complicate the situation and merit more targeted study.

Here, we focused on how observers respond to actors who use simple and straightforward language to express their choice to “stay out of it,” as compared to actors who oppose observers’ moral beliefs outright. This approach is not without realism. As we show in our follow-up study, when facing audiences with whom they disagree, people spontaneously offer statements like “I’d rather not talk about my political views right now” and endorse them as effective for building trust specifically. In fact, when asked explicitly whether providing deeper justifications for choosing to stay out of it would help make a better impression, people did not seem to think that it would. Even public figures, who are presumably well-versed in dealing with media relations and public perception, sometimes employ similar tactics, and we replicate our results with two such naturalistic cases in Experiments 2a and 2b.

Of course, our studies do not investigate every manner in which the choice to stay out of it might be expressed or justified, and some conversational strategies for avoiding a strong position may prove more effective than others. Building on our initial exploration of justification tactics in Experiment 5, future work can broaden the range of conversational approaches tested as a means of identifying boundary strategies that might work better. At one end of the spectrum, it is not hard to imagine glibber responses like “no comment” faring even worse than those we tested, as these might seem not only deceptive and untrustworthy per our account, but also ruder and more abrupt. At the other, it seems possible that, especially for those whose beliefs really do fall somewhere in the middle, a more in-depth discussion of one’s moderate or pragmatic preferences may help to soften the penalties associated with staying out of it. Indeed, emerging work suggests that effectively balancing the interests of multiple moral perspectives in pursuit of solutions that work for all sides can signal authentic moral character and garner respect (Puryear et al., 2022). And, more broadly, deeper and more connective conversations about personal experience can sometimes lessen interpersonal political hostility and bring people together (e.g., Kardas et al., 2021; Kubin et al., 2021). Still, while intriguing, such strategies are also more effortful, and they may not come readily to mind for those put on the spot to take sides and worried about saying the wrong thing. Moreover, the potential benefits of these strategies come with an ironic cost: If to avoid distrust one needs to carefully explain the nuanced beliefs behind one’s choice not to take sides, there is an important sense in which one is not really free to stay out of it.

Zooming out, we hope future scholarship will continue to explore how observers respond to strategies for dealing with nuance and finding common ground in discussions of polarized issues. What sorts of inferences do people make about someone who plays devil’s advocate, or who surfaces ideologically-inconvenient evidence in the name of impartial fact-finding, or who admits that their group’s perspective may sometimes be biased? Unfortunately, we suspect that for touchy two-sided issues, such strategies, however well-intended, may also elicit skepticism and provoke distrust. In a polarized environment with clear social incentives, sending a credible signal that one harbors no strategic agenda may prove difficult.

Theoretical Implications and Future Directions

Our findings contribute to emerging research on the psychology of side-taking (DeScioli & Kurzban, 2013; Shaw et al., 2017) and specifically highlight the nuanced inferences people make about
those who try to avoid two-sided issues in the political sphere. Although interest in political conflict and affective polarization has exploded in recent years (Finkel et al., 2020; Van Prooijen & Krouwel, 2019; Westfall et al., 2015), little is known about people’s judgments of those who try to cut a middle path by trying not to get involved. This gap is important given that discussions of contentious political issues ensnare friends, family members, coworkers, businesspeople, celebrities, and politicians, with serious interpersonal and societal consequences. We provide the first demonstration that observers make sophisticated belief attributions and character judgments from ostensibly signal-less choices not to take sides. As this was the first investigation into this issue, we chose to focus on expressions directed at relatively homogenous audiences (i.e., groups holding a common prevailing opinion, as is often the case in polarized environments). However, future research can explore how our effects play out with undecided or mixed audiences. Broadly, we suspect that observers may interpret staying out of it as strategic concealment in such cases, too, although they may struggle to pinpoint exactly which beliefs and opinions actors are trying to conceal.

Furthermore, this research advances a practical understanding of how actors deal with difficult questions in public contexts and how strategies for doing so are interpreted by observers. Previous work has explored a slew of evasive rhetorical tactics which allow actors to respond to direct questions without offering any substantive answers (Bitterly & Schweitzer, 2020; Rogers et al., 2017; Rogers & Norton, 2011). Although we agree that strategies like dodging and paltering are prevalent and fascinating, attempts to earnestly avoid take sides have received scant attention. Our central result—that such strategies provoke stronger distrust than outright opposition—may seem surprising since disagreement over divisive issues is known to provoke anger, prejudice, and even violence (Skitka, 2010), and maintaining impartiality is often a virtue (Shaw et al., 2019), particularly for those in positions of leadership (Everett et al., 2018). Yet, at least in the contexts we examined, penalties associated with staying out of it were often steeper.

Nevertheless, our follow-up study suggests that when faced with the prospect of fragmenting support by taking a controversial position, staying out of it seems intuitively attractive. Why might this be so? Perhaps in context, actors overweight the indirect cost of seeming deceptive against the salient risk of directly angering observers, or perhaps they fail to realize they might inadvertently portray themselves as evasive or inauthentic at all. Another possibility is that actors might choose to stay out of it because they assume that doing so will garner less attention (e.g., social gossip, news coverage) than taking a strong stand one way or another. Yet another possible explanation is that staying out of it provides some cover for actors to change their position if public opinion later shifts (i.e., without seeming hypocritical; Effron et al., 2018). Building on the results from our follow-up study, future authors can investigate further the intuitive pull of staying out of it by asking why actors choose to stay out of it and whether any specific expectations about doing so are warranted. Our data thus far seem to align with the “impression mismanagement” thesis (Steinmetz et al., 2017), that people sometimes adopt self-presentation strategies which actually portray them more negatively.

We certainly do not mean to imply that not taking a side is always the wrong choice. Penalties for standing on the wrong side of a contentious political issue in public are well-documented and sometimes severe. In our studies, opting to stay out of it softened perceived opposition relative to outright disagreement and, in some cases, this alone may be worth the costs of seeming less trustworthy. More generally, there remain open questions about other dimensions of evaluation which may prove relevant. How might staying out of it impact perceptions of confidence, moral conviction, or fitness for specific roles? More data here will offer a broader lens on the costs and benefits of (not) taking sides.

A further question concerns whether certain leadership roles in society are protected from the patterns of inference and judgment documented here. For example, judges, high-level bureaucrats, and even journalists are sometimes expected to maintain political impartiality in fulfilling their professional responsibilities. We suspect that for these sorts of actors, choosing not to take sides may not harm trust to the same extent because observers may attribute it to role-specific norms of conduct rather than to impression management motives. Roles that explicitly require neutrality may thus represent an interesting potential boundary to our effects, and they may serve an important social function—allowing actors to occupy middle-ground positions for the purposes of impartial information gathering and arbitrating disagreement.

For actors who do anticipate and fear the repercussions of conspicuously staying out of it, the backlash effects we document here seem to incentivize taking sides. In certain cases, this dynamic may compel actors to endorse positions on contentious issues they know little about or to express convictions they actually lack. Without clear and convincing communication about nuanced or moderate positions, the psychology we document may lead observers to sort those who try to avoid conflict according to a “with me or against me” mindset, leaving little room to surface nuance or deescalate conflict. Importantly, such effects may not be limited to the domain of political discourse: Staying out of it may provoke distrust and dislike across myriad issues in family feuds, workplace disputes, disagreements on social media, negotiations, or even legal proceedings—anywhere reputational incentives are on the line and avoiding the conversation might appear strategic. Future researchers should look to generalize our effects to other domains of public disagreement and to incorporate the social costs of staying out of it into explanatory theories of polarization and intergroup conflict.

Conclusion

Open-minded discussion of complex and consequential issues is a hallmark of a well-functioning society. But a healthy public debate also affords its participants the freedom to avoid taking sides. Our results suggest that, in practice, trying to exercise that freedom can backfire. We present evidence that choosing to stay out of it is often imputed by observers with predictable patterns of social meaning and that it can provoke skepticism and distrust as a result. These findings advance our understanding of social incentives for side-taking in moral conflict, and we hope they open avenues for mitigating ideological disagreement more broadly.

Context of the Research

Both authors are interested in the tactics people use to construct and protect their reputations; and in how others interpret and
evaluate the use of such tactics in return. In some sense, we are studying the ‘epistemic toolkit’ observers use to suss out deceptive impression management strategies and the judgments they levy against those who deploy them. This psychology, it turns out, serves as an important input to moral judgment across contexts from charity and philanthropy (Silver et al., 2021), to intellectual property (Silver & Shaw, 2018), to resource allocation (Shaw et al., 2018). Here, we extend this work into the domain of political discourse, demonstrating that people penalize those who try to protect their reputation by avoiding contentious topics like immigration, abortion, or gun control—sometimes even more so than those who oppose them on such issues outright.
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